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.Q: How to read csv file with unicode charecters from a row that starts with "Оповещение?" I am reading csv file with unicode
charecters from a row that starts with "Оповещение?" and I want to get a list of items from the row. How can I do it? I use
Python 3.4 on Windows 7. I use csv module. File example: Оповещение? Ответить на вопросы? Одобрить? Отправить

комментарий? Предложить идеи? Some items have different length of each word, so I can not just read the first row and use
split. A: Оповещение? How can I do it? You can use regular expressions to separate the words: import re rows = [re.split(r'\W+',
line) for line in open("file.txt", encoding='utf8')] Ответить на вопросы? How can I do it? You can do this with regex: import re
rows = [re.split(r'\W+', line.strip()) for line in open("file.txt", encoding='utf8')] Одобрить? How can I do it? You can use regex:

import re rows = [re.split(r'(?
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